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About This Game

Soccer Legends brings the excitement of Tactical-RPG's to the world of football. Managing a team, controlling it in the
spectacular turn-based matches where taking the initiative and selecting the best strategy is the only way to glory.

Soccer Legends takes the best facets of board games and blends with gorgeous animation sequences with the soul of 90’s anime
series, offering something truly new.

At its core, players can build the team from the scratch, taking decisions, forming the squad, managing resources and buildings,
improving squad members… In a few words, allowing it to get a single game experience for each player.

That is the universe of Soccer Legends.
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Title: Soccer Legends
Genre: Indie, RPG, Sports, Strategy, Early Access
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8

Processor: Intel i5 series @3.5 Ghz and AMD compatibles

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 (DX9)

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Do not, i repeat, DO NOT purchase this game at all. Spend that money somewhere else on a working game even if the other
game's graphics sucks bad. Do not get conned by the videos shown on youtube of this game working in perfect condition like
how i got conned. Save yourselves from frustrations and time from writing email to steam asking for refunds.

The word ALPHA stage used here clearly describes the developer's understanding of the word ALPHA is terrible.

Alpha in all upcoming games provides a working gameplay, with lots of bugs for players to find out and report.

Alpha in this game (Soccer Legends), doesn't allow their players to control what you are doing. Yes, you can't do anything in this
game other than clicking the functions when you are not in a match. One a match begins, its gg for player, win for developers as
they actually charge people money for this.

And this controlling issue has been ongoing since their "alpha" launch in August if I'm not wrong. Its been 2 months now and
still controlling issues aren't fixed yet. The devs really has got all their bug fixing priority messed up. There's no point adding
extra game modes when players can't even play at all.

All in all, everybody who purchased this game can only find the bug of being unable to control anything in game and nothing
else.

Take my advice, go to the forums, read the bug reports before you want to take the risk of donating money to the devs. Even if
the game goes live, please think twice and read up the forums before rushing in.

Rating : 0\/10 as I can't even play a proper match to call it an actual gameplay.. Money grab. There is nothing in the game that
actually consitutes a "real" game. Just some basic programming that doesn't even work properly. What you see in the pictures
and videos, don't expect to actually see in the game. Save your time and money.. Bringing you a no nonsense review from the
guy Digital Lighting Studios filed a copyright strike on and tried to put out of business on youtube for bringing an "honest"
review of what could be loosly even be called a demo. Had to call in Jim Sterling to set these guys right.

Gameplay video review here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=j7nHyz5Ud80

Also note that SOEDESCO
 the publisher recently just popped out of nowhere with three other early access developers all in the same month with likewise
only positive reviews and quashing negative stuff on the forums just to be warned.

I will admit I am greatly intriqued with the concept and the trailer they show you but even in early access you would actually
expect a somewhat working friendly mode.

The developers did admit in an email they launched weeks ahead of schedule to cope with the Publishers demands to go live
which is more then evil to say the least.

The controls they layout for you, the camera angle changes don't even work and playing an actual match is bloody well
impossible.

You can throw out a zillion "early access warnings" but you ARE taking people's money well for something playable.

If you'd like to raise money to make a game, well that's why there is kickstarter.

I'd have more playtime but honestly you can't really even play this and it hurts the brain.

The music is pretty spot on for the game though.

In summary great idea for a game, but horrible handled and excuted thus far.
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Will be keeping an eye on this game and will definitely change the review once\/if things get better.
Looking forward to that.

And remember squash this review and Jim Sterling shows up in your shower.. Not playable in its current state. Difficult to see
the roadmap to a playable game from here.. As far as I can tell the gameplay is kinda cool, a little slow at first. There is only the
"friendly" option at the moment. There is no tutorial either. So it's essentially a figure it out on your own kinda thing. Keep in
mind this is exactly what it says, EARLY ACCESS. So i cant give this a bad review, because this isnt even close to the full
game.. The game is not finished and the devs have abandoned it for more than 5 months. Don't buy this.. hi waste my 10 doller
buy this noob game not come new update failed soccer. NEW AND FAST EDIT: once again devs abandoned the game and
stoped replying after having the money. Don't even try to buy since the game is pretty much not playable.

I was really hyped but ...

OLD EDIT:

really good game if you have in mind that it is a alpha. Has a lot of potential and it's different, so i would recommend it.

for now it has only the friendly option so PLEASE DEVELOPERS PUT THE CAREER MODE ON FAST, I WANNA PLAY
MORE AND MOREEEEE :d

+1 from me to this!
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This game is dead. Do not purchase it.. Very early access, but the concept looks solid. Bit like a turn based Inazuma Eleven. If
everything gets implemented, then should be marvellous in the future.
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